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knowledge of system functionalities and knowledge of
existing business processes are among the important
knowledge elements for a successful ERP implementation
[6], [7]. The knowledge exists at many levels in firms, and
it’s transferred from individual level to groups, departments
and divisions. At the start of a project, implementation
consultants possess ERP package related knowledge and
business users have knowledge related to company business
processes [8]. Effective implementation requires business
users to learn ERP package knowledge from consultants and
consultants to absorb business process knowledge from
business users.
This paper presents an ERP knowledge transfer framework
for ERP implementations based on empirical evidence which
also considers strategic decisions needed to be made during
implementation for effective knowledge management (KM)
in organizations. The subsequent sections of this paper unfold
as follows; relevant literature will be discussed in the next
section, followed by the research method section. Then the
empirical findings will be presented under four sub-sections.
Before concluding, a further discussion of the ERP
knowledge transfer framework will be presented. Finally,
management implications, limitations and further research
are considered in the Conclusions section.

Abstract—Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system
implementation requires wide range of knowledge from various
parties and transferring the right amount of knowledge
between individuals during implementation is of paramount
importance. Hence, ERP knowledge transfer has been
recognized as one of the most essential antecedents for a
successful ERP implementation. This study defines an ERP
knowledge
transfer
(EKT)
framework
for
ERP
implementations based on empirical findings which also
considers strategic decisions to be made during implementation
for effective knowledge management (KM). It classifies specific
knowledge elements under ERP package knowledge and
business process knowledge separately which needs to be
transferred between implementation consultants and business
users. In addition, key findings inform industry practitioners on
how, why and with-what various types of knowledge have to be
transferred during ERP project with the effects of knowledge
determinants.
Index Terms—ERP knowledge transfer, enterprise resource
planning, strategic decisions, knowledge management, ERP
implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION
An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is a
widely-known state-of-the-art information system which
automates the business processes of an organization into a
single integrated system [1], [2]. It helps users in various
management levels of an organization to make sound
decisions based on the integrated business information
available through the system [3]. Therefore, it is able to
increase organizational performance by lowering operational
costs and maximizing revenue. Moreover, it enables
businesses to improve customer services and supplier
management. The implementation of such a complex system
requires many resources like competent consultants,
knowledgeable business users, sophisticated project
management techniques, relevant change management
strategies, etc [4]. Therefore, it is necessary to use sufficient
levels of those resources through making correct strategic
decisions by the company top management.
The knowledge and capability of transferring relevant
knowledge between individuals have been identified as vital
sources of a company’s sustainable competitive advantage
[5]. Strategic alliances and globalization have made effective
knowledge transfer central to an organization’s success. ERP
implementation requires wide range of knowledge from
implementation consultants and business users. The

II. RELATED WORK
ERP systems related research studies have been mostly
carried out around ERP implementation success factors,
failure factors, selection of ERP packages and critical factors
[9]-[14]. There are only a small number of studies that
specifically concentrate on issues relating to the management
of knowledge during ERP implementation. Hence, this
section explores the relevance of those studies that assisted to
formulate this research study by identifying the knowledge
gap.
Chen [15] divides empirical knowledge into four different
layers: “know-what”, “know-why”, “know-how”, and
“know-with” in the conceptual model based on the empirical
knowledge characterization. He uses these four knowledge
layers for his study conducted to IT sector in general. Even
though it has knowledge layers (k-layers) involved, there has
not been a context of knowledge transfer and knowledge
types (k-types) related to ERP implementations.
A study carried out by [8], revealed four sets of factors
(characteristics of knowledge to be transferred, source,
recipient and context) which have different effects on ERP
knowledge transfer from implementation consultants to key
users and vice versa. Maditinos, Chatzoudes and Tsairidis
[16] present a conceptual framework that investigates the
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way that human inputs are linked to communication
effectiveness, conflict resolution and knowledge transfer.
They also show the effect of these factors on successful ERP
implementation. Moreover, they find that knowledge transfer
is positively related to user support and consultant support.
They also discover the importance of correct strategic
decisions taken by the top management in order to resolve
conflicts and improve communication between users and
consultants for effective ERP knowledge transfer. In a study,
[17] identifies two major areas of concern regarding the
management of knowledge in ERP projects through the
developed framework: managing tacit knowledge and issues
concerning the process-based nature of organizational
knowledge. Also, he identifies that facilitators are able to
moderate these negative effects. Jones, Cline and Ryan [18]
examined eight dimensions of culture and their impact on
how the ERP implementation team is able to effectively share
knowledge during implementation. This study shows ways to
overcome cultural barriers to knowledge sharing.
Furthermore, it develops a model that demonstrates the link
between the dimensions of culture, and knowledge sharing
during ERP implementation. However, these studies lack the
integration of different knowledge dimensions such as
k-layers, k-types and k-determinants.
Alavi and Leidner [19] identified four knowledge types
such as organization culture, business framework, ERP
package and project, and this can be seen as the only study
which considered most number of knowledge types in one
study in order to broadly understand the issues of knowledge
management in ERP implementations. Liu [20] discovers the
influence of critical success factors on ERP knowledge
management, but this study only examines one k-type which
is ERP knowledge. Moreover, [21] examines the use of KM
to support ERP systems across the entire lifecycle, with
particular interest in case-based KM. However, these studies
lack the dimension of knowledge layers as to reveal how,
why, and with-what the different types of knowledge have
been transferred during the implementation.
It is common that the past studies discussed in this section
have explored knowledge types, knowledge layers and
knowledge transfer in isolation. None of the studies have
been able to explore the integrated effect of k-types, k-layers
and knowledge transfer for ERP implementation. There has
been a significant shortage of empirical research on
knowledge transfer during ERP implementation; even
effective knowledge transfer has been identified as a major
aspect for ERP project success [22]. Hence, it demands the
necessity of conducting more research on ERP knowledge
transfer.

happened in-detail with respect to knowledge management
aspects in separate projects [25], [26]. The interviews were
carried out with ERP experts on 14 different ERP
implementations in the UK and each interview lasted for 2
hours on average. The experts largely hold senior
management positions (such as managing director, head of IT,
business systems manager, head of business solutions,
project lead, principal consultant, project manager, etc.) in
client and vendor companies and this helped to obtain details
of what happened during the whole project with the big
picture. They all had direct work experience in ERP
implementations for more than 10 years which indicates a
high level of skills, in-depth knowledge and experience in the
field of ERP. Company case implementations were
investigated with three different sources of evidence:
in-depth one-to-one interviews, analysis of ERP project
related documents, and validation of coded data with the
respective companies. Various UK manufacturing and
service sector companies are among the 14 case
implementations and those companies have implemented
SAP and Oracle ERP systems. The interviews were carried
out until the data saturation point was reached.
This study has used three qualitative data analysis
techniques in order to analyze word-for-word interview
transcripts and ERP project related documents, they are:
thematic analysis, comparative analysis and content analysis
[27]-[29]. The thematic analysis helps to identify new
emerging themes from the data collected [28]. Thereby,
different
components
of
the
framework
and
inter-relationships between them have been discovered by the
emerging themes from the coded data. The comparative
analysis is closely connected with thematic analysis, the
difference is that it allows to compare and contrast data
collected by different sources [28], [29]. These comparisons
continue until the point where new themes stop emerging.
Thereby, this study compares and contrasts data obtained
from 14 case implementations in order to confirm empirical
findings across implementations. Moreover, this analysis
technique has helped to find out the data saturation point and
thereby stop carrying out further interviews. The process is
much more mechanical in content analysis with the analysis
being left until the data has been collected [27], [29]. It allows
to systematically work through each transcript/ERP project
document to assign codes. The codes have been assigned
using NVivo software in order to count and confirm the
frequency of occurrence of components in the framework, for
example, confirmation on the applicability of knowledge
determinants. Furthermore, the software has been used to
organize and structure all data collected for this study.

III. RESEARCH METHOD

IV. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

This section discusses the empirical data collection and
data analysis methods adopted in this study. One-to-one
semi-structured interviews have been selected as the main
data collection technique over other methods such as focus
groups, Delphi method, questionnaires, etc. This study tries
to discover why, how and with-what the relevant knowledge
types have been transferred between various parties during
ERP implementation [23], [24]. This requires in-depth
dialogues with ERP experts in order to identify what has

The ERP knowledge transfer (EKT) framework has been
modelled by summarizing the empirical findings of this study
and the framework can be seen in Fig. 1. There are three
knowledge components which enhance knowledge transfer
activities during ERP implementations, they are: k-layers,
k-types and k-determinants. The k-layers are comprised of
know-what, know-how, know-why and know-with as shown
in the first level of the framework. The second level denotes
two k-types i.e. ERP package knowledge and business
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process knowledge that have been largely important for a
successful implementation. The last and the third layer
comprises of five k-determinants which affect the transfer of
two knowledge types. The organization structure is the only
k-determinant applicable only to ERP package knowledge as
shown in the EKT framework. All other determinants are
supporting to transfer both ERP package and business
process knowledge during ERP implementations. Out of the
four knowledge types discussed in the literature, only two
have been formally managed during implementations i.e.
ERP package knowledge and business process knowledge.
The organizational cultural and project management
knowledge have not been formally managed through the use
of KM lifecycle phases [30].
The empirical findings will be discussed under four
k-layers in order to easily understand the integration of
knowledge transfer with various knowledge components and
elements in the EKT framework. Moreover, Table I provides
an overall picture of the ideas that will be discussed under the
four sub-topics below.

Fig. 1. ERP knowledge transfer (EKT) framework.

TABLE I: SPECIFICS ON KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER INTEGRATION

ERP package
knowledge

Know-what: declarative
knowledge

Know-how: procedural knowledge

Know-why: knowledge
reasoning

Know-with:
knowledge
integration

The declarative knowledge on
ERP package knowledge has been
identified around 7 knowledge
elements as shown below:

There are several methods to transfer
knowledge between parties such as through
business requirement gathering meetings,
workshops, conference room pilot (CRP)
sessions, trainings, coaching sessions, user
acceptance testing (UAT) and buddy
system.

A fundamental reason to
transfer ERP knowledge to
users has been to be more
participative during the
implementation and
support/maintenance stage
as well.

In many instances
ERP package
knowledge and
business process
knowledge have
been transferred
between
consultants and
users
simultaneously.

ERP implementation
changes the business
process and existing
working culture of the
company as well; hence
adequate level of ERP
knowledge should be in
place to use the new system
effectively.

In major rollouts,
users also have
possessed a much
clear knowledge
of ERP concept,
best business
practices, vendor
managed KM
systems and
knowledge of
documentation
templates which
comes under ERP
package
knowledge.

Knowledge of ERP concept,
Knowledge of system functions
and features, Knowledge of best
business practices, Knowledge of
system configurations,
Knowledge of customizations,
Knowledge of vendor managed
KM systems and Knowledge of
documentation templates.

The top management has been involved in
making strategic decisions on what
knowledge transfer method should be used;
to what extent, depend on the purpose and
stage of the implementation.

The project team needs to be comprised of
people who are very knowledgeable of
their particular process area.
The top management must ensure
to keep users on the project
without pulling them out for
day-to-day business work,
because that would massively
disturb the knowledge transfer
activities.

The super users must be good at selling the
concept of the ERP system to the end users
within their own department.

It is vital to take a strategic
decision to carry out organization
wide employee awareness
programs on ERP concept and its
importance to the whole company
even before starting the
implementation.

A strategic decision has to be taken by the
top management to spend on some
expensive experienced principal
consultants and perhaps some extra
implementation time because then there
has been a tendency on adopting best
business practices and good level of
documentation through better consultants.

There is strategic guidance from top
management towards transferring
knowledge in sufficient levels to design the
solution by consultants.
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consultants were
contractually bound to
transfer adequate ERP
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the system after go-live.
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Business
process
knowledge

The top management has to take
strategic decisions on determining
on the customization points and
incorporating best business
practices based on the ERP
package knowledge that they
possess.

The consultants have been sitting side by
side with business users to ensure smooth
knowledge transfer between both parties.

The declarative knowledge on
business process knowledge has
been identified around 7
knowledge elements as shown
below:
Knowledge of current business
processes, Knowledge of client’s
industry, Knowledge of business
requirements,

It is vital to build up a good relationship
between users and consultants by letting
users know why consultants want the
business information and how it will be
used for the implementation.

Knowledge of current systems
landscape (if any), Knowledge of
As Is document templates,
Knowledge of existing modules
implemented (if any) and
Knowledge of company big
picture.

The business requirement gathering
meetings and process workshops have been
widely used to transfer business process
knowledge from users to consultants.

The importance to come up with the
organization structure after the
implementation and start transferring
relevant ERP package knowledge to the
respective individuals in right quantities
from the beginning of the project.

The level of the ERP
package knowledge
required (particularly
knowledge of system
configurations) is
important to take a strategic
decision on whether the
client company is hoping to
build up its own internal
team to carry out future
ERP rollouts or not.
The knowledge of current
business processes has been
vital to improve the
processes which would get
after the implementation
and it has also helped to
understand how one’s work
relates to others tasks.

In major rollouts,
it has been easier
for consultants to
understand
business
requirements,
current business
processes and
industry practices
of the client
company.

As Is process documents
have been benefited not
only to consultants but also
client side employees in
different management
levels including senior
executives to understand
the business completely.

The consultant’s vast experience
on previous implementations done
in client’s industry sector will
solve the problem of addressing
industry specific process issues
which would be in the list of
business requirements.
In the case of a major rollout,
consultants have been able to
easily understand the interaction
of existing modules implemented.

project work, if required in their day-to-day business work.
The lack of the ERP big picture was discovered as a
problematic area in ERP knowledge transfer. Whoever is
involved in the project activities has to have a concrete idea
about the ERP concept initially, but not its details. Therefore,
it is vital to take a strategic decision to carry out organization
wide employee awareness programs (kick-off workshops,
monthly bulletin, newsletters, etc.) on the ERP concept and
its importance to the whole company even before starting the
implementation. The management of customizations and the
extent of incorporating best business practices are two main
knowledge issues that have been recognized based on the
empirical evidence from case implementations. The top
management has to take strategic decisions on determining
on the customization points and incorporating best business
practices based on the ERP package knowledge that they
possess. Therefore, implementation partner should table out
the options of customizations vs. adoption of best business
practices with the pros and cons of each option for the client’s
top management to decide on the same. The knowledge of
system configurations, vendor managed KM systems and
documentation templates have largely been transferred after
the business requirement gathering stage, because at that time
the users have a great deal of understanding of the ERP
concept and system functionalities in order to digest
additional knowledge.
There are 7 k-elements with respect to the declarative

A. Know-What: Declarative Knowledge
The know-what k-layer has been used to discover facts about
problems and solutions in ERP knowledge transfer with
respect to ERP package knowledge and business process
knowledge. The declarative knowledge on ERP package
knowledge has been identified around 7 knowledge elements,
they are: knowledge of ERP concept, system functions and
features, best business practices, system configurations,
customizations, vendor managed KM systems and
knowledge of documentation templates. When transferring
the knowledge of system functions and features to the client
project team members, there was a concern according to the
empirical findings, i.e. the knowledge absorption capacity of
the recipient [8]. The project team members should be
carefully selected by considering their working capacity and
competence on information technology through conducting
internal interviews. A functional consultant describes the
ability of project team members as: “The end users the people
who were nominated for the project team, the project team
members and those that participated in the design blueprint,
were very willing and able and very knowledgeable in their
particular processes…” Not only that, but also top
management must ensure to keep users on the project without
pulling them out, because that would massively disturb the
knowledge transfer activities. Therefore, it’s a must to plan
and schedule their work in advance for them to involve in
304
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knowledge on business process knowledge, they are:
knowledge of current business processes, client’s industry,
business requirements, current systems landscape (if any), As
Is document templates, existing modules implemented (if any)
and knowledge of company big picture. The consultant’s vast
experience on previous implementations done in client’s
industry sector will solve the problem of addressing industry
specific process issues which would be in the list of business
requirements. As per the findings, users were not willing to
transfer the knowledge of current business processes to
consultants due to fear of losing their job after the
implementation. Awareness campaigns and monthly
bulletins even before formally starting the implementation
would help users to get to know the purpose of the ERP
system implementation and how it impacts to advance their
careers. It is vital to transfer the knowledge of current
systems landscape from users to consultants if legacy
systems are in-place to automate any business activities. An
implementation of different modules in the same ERP as a
separate project is known as ERP rollout. In the case of a
major rollout, consultants have been able to easily understand
the interaction of existing modules implemented based on the
empirical evidence, mainly because they have the knowledge
of the modules in the same ERP product.
B. Know-How: Procedural Knowledge
This section explains how to transfer knowledge from
users to consultant and vice versa. The business process
knowledge has largely been transferred from users to
consultants, whereas ERP package knowledge has largely
been transferred from consultants to users. The study reveals
several methods to transfer knowledge between parties such
as through business requirement gathering meetings,
workshops, conference room pilot (CRP) sessions, trainings,
coaching sessions, user acceptance testing (UAT) and buddy
system. There are various types of project workshops
depending on the purpose such as kick-off workshops (at the
very start of the project, to familiarize with each other from
client and vendor sides through team building activities),
process workshops (to go through current business processes
with users and provide consultants ideas on the same) and
cross team workshops (to discuss points where two or more
modules interact with each other and how it affects the users
in different departments). In the same way, training is also in
different modes such as generic and comprehensive, class
room training and computer aided web training. The findings
confirmed that coaching sessions are one-to-one discussions
conducted with very small groups in order to teach complex
and critical functionalities of the system. After configuring
the system, the consultants take users through the ERP
system functionalities in CRP sessions. UAT is done after the
training sessions, there the users follow the UAT scripts and
confirm whether the system functionalities meet business
requirements. The top management has been involved in
making strategic decisions on what knowledge transfer
method should be used; to what extent, depend on the
purpose and stage of the implementation.
The project power and culture determines the knowledge
transfer of both ERP package and business process
knowledge as per findings of this study (see Fig. 1). The
project team needs to be comprised of people who are very
knowledgeable of their particular process area. The key

element is that they need to be empowered and they need to
be able to make ERP project related decisions without going
through many levels of management. The super users must be
good at selling the concept of the ERP system to the end users
within their own department. There is strategic guidance
from top management towards transferring knowledge in
sufficient levels to design the solution by consultants, since
the top management has a desire to change the process to
make it more standard according to the majority of case
implementations. However, only 5 out of 14 cases mentioned
that the top management has given only general guidance on
the project, but not specific guidance on knowledge transfer.
A strategic decision has to be taken by the top management to
spend on some expensive experienced principal consultants
and perhaps some extra implementation time because then
there has been a tendency on adopting best business practices
and good level of documentation through better consultants.
Moreover, they may have to decide on recruiting internal
staff with relevant skill sets and experience to bridge the
compulsory knowledge gaps. Most of the users have
considered this opportunity to enhance their CVs by working
with a famous standard ERP system implementation.
Therefore, they have been very supportive and positive
towards project activities based on the findings. Some of the
occasions, users have demanded the relevant ERP package
knowledge from the consultants to perform their jobs
smoothly within the new system. On the other hand, for the
users who are not positive towards the new implementation,
it is vital to build up a good relationship between users and
consultants by letting users know why consultants want the
business information and how it will be used for the
implementation. The consultant support is another
k-determinant for ERP package and business process
knowledge transfer (see Fig. 1). The study found that
consultants have been sitting side by side with business users
to ensure smooth knowledge transfer between both parties.
Furthermore, the study also reveals that a better way of
two-way knowledge transfer is looking at how the business
process fit into the ERP package rather than just going
through the existing business processes. The consultant
support also demonstrated by maintaining sufficient number
of consultants in the implementation at a given time
depending on the stage of the implementation by the
implementation partner. A principal consultant states that
“Knowledge has no value unless it’s with the right people and
then when you look at now who needs to have that
knowledge over the lifecycle of a project...” Thereby, the
research discovers the importance to come up with the
organization structure after the implementation and start
transferring relevant ERP package knowledge to the
respective individuals in right quantities from the beginning
of the project. Otherwise, a particular job position would no
longer be there when the new system is in place, instead a
different position would be created without proper
knowledge to use and maintain the new system. Overall this
section explained numerous methods on transferring relevant
knowledge between users and consultants with the support of
five k-determinants.
C. Know-Why: Knowledge Reasoning
This k-layer helps to identify principles underlining ERP
knowledge transfer of know-what and know-how. This
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company. In summary, it is evident from the findings that
most of the inter-relationships between k-elements under
both k-types have existed in major rollout situations except
for a few instances.
Overall, the findings of this study have shown in-detail
how, why and with-what the ERP package knowledge and
business process knowledge have been transferred during
ERP implementation by taking important strategic decisions
into consideration for effective knowledge management.

section combines various aspects discussed under know-what
and know-how in order to explain why ERP package
knowledge and business process knowledge have been
transferred between parties during the implementation. The
knowledge of current business processes has been vital to
improve the processes which would get after the
implementation and it has also helped to understand how
one’s work relates to others’ tasks based on the empirical
evidence. The final outcome of the business requirement
gathering stage has been As Is process documents after
carrying out various knowledge transfer activities. And these
documents have been benefited not only to consultants but
also client side employees in different management levels
including senior executives to understand the business
completely.
A fundamental reason to transfer ERP knowledge to users
has been to be more participative during the implementation
and support/maintenance stage as well. Then users see the
whole system end-to-end and users become comfortable and
effective when they start to use the system after go-live. One
project manager states that “It’s not like a security system
where the only business interaction is when you swipe the
card. So that is a real technical implementation. With an ERP
you are into business process and you are into culture change
where it is to standardization.” Therefore, it’s evident that the
ERP implementation changes the business process and
existing working culture of the company as well; hence
adequate levels of knowledge should be in place to use the
new system effectively. Moreover, on some occasions the
knowledge transfer was signed off as one of the requirements
in the ERP project agreement; therefore consultants were
legally bound to transfer adequate ERP package knowledge
to use the system after go-live. Lastly, the level of the ERP
package knowledge required (particularly the knowledge of
system configurations) is important to take a strategic
decision on whether the client company is hoping to build up
its own internal team to carry out future ERP rollouts or not.

V. DISCUSSION
The ERP package knowledge and business process
knowledge have been discovered as two significant k-types
which need to be transferred during ERP implementations.
This study also reveals 7 k-elements under each k-type based
on the empirical evidence. Moreover, there are four
k-determinants (project team power and culture, top
management support, user support and consultant support)
which drive knowledge transfer activities for both ERP
package knowledge and business process knowledge. The
k-determinant of organization structure drives knowledge
transfer activities for ERP package knowledge only (see Fig.
1). In addition, ERP knowledge transfer (EKT) framework
has identified declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge,
reasons for knowledge transfer and integrative knowledge
separately with the use of k-layers i.e. know-what, know-how,
know-why and know-with. This detailed knowledge can be
used by practitioners who are involving in ERP
implementations.
Xu and Ma [8] explored the knowledge transfer between
key users and implementation consultants and vice versa.
However, it was not able to discover the detailed knowledge
that needs to be transferred, how and why it has to be
transferred during ERP implementation, whereas this study
has been able to discover specific detailed knowledge which
required for ERP knowledge transfer with the use of k-layers.
Chen [15] investigates the effects of four knowledge layers
for IT industry and through this study k-layers were used
specifically to ERP knowledge transfer context integrated
with k-types and k-determinants. Furthermore, this study
shows the strategic decisions required to be made for
effective ERP knowledge transfer during ERP projects (see
Table I).
This research has discovered the effects of integration of
three knowledge components based on empirical findings of
14 case implementations. Also, the study demonstrates how
EKT framework reflects and consolidates the real industry
situations in order to effectively transfer knowledge in future
ERP implementations.

D. Know-with: Knowledge Integration
This section describes the inter-relationships between
knowledge types (ERP package and business process
knowledge) and knowledge elements under each knowledge
type. The empirical findings reveal that in many instances
ERP package knowledge and business process knowledge
have been transferred between consultants and users
simultaneously. For example, users and consultants have
looked at how the business process fits into the ERP package
rather than just gathering knowledge on business processes or
carrying out trainings alone. A managing director emphasizes
on simultaneous knowledge transfer as “…coupling a super
user with a consultant right at the start of the project and
making sure that they are working together.”
When it comes to a major rollout of a client company, then
the knowledge of existing modules implemented has been
greatly within the knowledge of system functions and
features possessed by consultants. In such a situation, users
have also possessed a much clear knowledge of ERP concept,
best business practices, vendor managed KM systems and
knowledge of documentation templates which comes under
ERP package knowledge. On the other hand, it has been
easier for consultants to understand business requirements,
current business processes and industry practices of the client

VI. CONCLUSIONS
There are several key contributions applicable to industry
practitioners as well as academics. Firstly, this study has
discovered the k-determinants for ERP knowledge transfer in
order to ease the transferring of business process and ERP
package knowledge. Secondly, it classifies k-elements under
both knowledge types which have to be transferred between
business users and consultants based on empirical evidence.
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Therefore, practitioners can focus on specific knowledge
elements when transferring knowledge using various
techniques during different stages of the project. Thirdly, it
informs ERP implementers about the most important
knowledge types and how, why and with-what to transfer
specific detailed knowledge during an ERP implementation
by considering strategic decisions for knowledge transfer in
order to achieve project success. Fourthly, the ERP
knowledge transfer (EKT) framework shows k-determinants
that are only applicable for one k-type (organization structure
for ERP package knowledge) and k-determinants applicable
for both k-types. Thereby, this study adds new academic
knowledge to knowledge management for ERP domain.
However, this study has some limitations, such as; the case
implementations only cover SAP and Oracle ERP product
implementations in UK. Also, it concentrates only on the
implementation stage, not pre or post implementation stages.
Further research is being carried out to link this work to
other phases of the knowledge management lifecycle which
includes creation, retention and application phases. It will
obtain responses from a wider audience by carrying out a
questionnaire survey in order to prioritize k-types and
k-elements which have been discovered in this study. Finally,
the research will be extended for the pre and post
implementation stages as well.
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